
Red Flag BINGO

Launches into

detailed discussion

of legal circumstance

in initial phone call

but does not give

name

After prompting,

only gives first name

Wants anonymous

free legal advice for

complex

circumstance

Balks at providing

name of opponent

“Do I have to bring

the $25 with me?”

Looking for someone

to “take my case”

Looking for a “pit

bull”

Simple questions

elicit detailed

irrelevant anecdotes

States “I don’t want

to waste my time”

when inquiring

about your

qualifications in

initial phone call

Plays on your

sympathies before

telling you what the

case is about

Irritated by attempts

to educate him or

her about applicable

law

(After ten minute

telephonic recitation

of factual scenario)

“You mean I have to

pay you in order to

receive legal advice?”

Basic thrust of why

client believes him-

or herself wronged

still unclear after

fifteen minutes

Expects miracles in

impossible situation

Blames first lawyer Hearing is

tomorrow 

Vendetta by/against

police

Thinks case which

won’t survive

summary judgment 

is worth millions

Voicemail box not

set up/full

Has excuses for

everything

Views weakness of

case as “beside the

point” because

“they’ll settle”

Putative defendant

enjoys statutory or

common-law 

immunity

“It’s the principle of

the thing”

Quixotically

convinced s/he can

bend statutory term

to mean something

completely different

Forgot wallet and/or

checkbook

No show No show phones a

week later wanting

to reschedule

appointment

Has been

represented on

other occasions by

three different

competent lawyers 

Blames both first

and second lawyer

Other lawyers

refused case because

they are “afraid of”

opponent

Addresses you by

jaunty-sounding

truncated version of

your name before

introducing self

Google search

reveals flogger of

dubious tort claim

to hold law licensure

elsewhere

You receive official

notice from state

agency of lien on

recovery of person

whose representa-

tion you declined

Responds to devil’s

advocacy in initial

meeting by angrily

accusing you of

representing

opponent

Pulls out $25 cash to

pay for 2.5 hour

consult having “lost

track of time” after

you alerted him at

the half-hour mark

Paid former lawyer

and now wants you

to bear entire risk of

loss going forward

because “I’m not

paying again.”

Phone calls continue

after you’ve sent

unambiguous writ-

ten letter declining

representation

Mentions child

support lien

fleetingly while

discussing other

problem

Wealthy person

urges you to under-

take dubious contin-

gent claim “now

that it’s summer”

because “there’s no

money available”

Uses an expletive

during the first

minute of your

phone conversation

Hangs up

inexplicably in the

middle of the fifth

pre-consultation

telephone call

Expectations of legal

system derive from

TV dramas
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